Abstract-We present a new adaptive and energy-efficient broadcast model to support flexible responses to client queries. Clients do not have to request documents by name, since they may know the characteristics of the documents but not the document names or IDs. In our model, clients specify requirements through attributes, and servers broadcast documents that match client requests at a prespecified level of similarity. A given document may satisfy several clients, so the server broadcasts a minimal set of documents that achieves a desired level of satisfaction in the client population. The server obtains randomized feedback from clients and adapts its broadcast program accordingly. Clients use a selective tune-in scheme based on approximate indexing to conserve energy. Our model captures client interest patterns efficiently and accurately and scales very well with the number of clients while reducing the overall client average waiting times. The selective tune-in scheme reduces client energy consumption greatly, with a modest wait time increase.
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INTRODUCTION
M OBILE computing has increased the demand for online information such as stock quotes, weather, news, traffic information, and schedules at bus stands, railway stations, and airports. Shopping malls may broadcast information wirelessly about promotional sales, store hours, movie schedules, or even images of various products for the benefit of customers.
A bandwidth and power asymmetry exists in such systems. There is far more "downlink" bandwidth from servers to clients than in the "uplink" direction. Mobile clients have low power reserves, but servers have plenty of power. The push model outperforms the pull model in such applications [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . Pull increases traffic and resource consumption at both the client and server [1] . Push is now used in entertainment (for example, broadcasting), in computing (for example, the Datacycle DB machine [9] , [10] ), and on the Web (for example, the NewsDirect feed from the Los Angeles Times [11] and Newswatch from CNN [12] ). In battlefields, soldiers using pull to get information from command posts [13] would reveal their positions. We will show how we can tailor broadcasts to client interest patterns, allowing push to scale well in asymmetric bandwidth environments. All clients with identical interests will be satisfied simultaneously, eliminating the need for individual responses. We will also show that push can help clients economize on battery power.
Unfortunately, current push models [5] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] typically make restrictive assumptions such as that it suffices to have static broadcast schedules [5] , [14] , [15] , that server databases are small [5] , [14] , [15] , that client interest patterns are static [5] , [14] , or that the access probabilities of data items in database are known [6] , [20] , [21] , [22] . We need efficient and adaptive schemes for servers to provide high-quality services that scale with client numbers and server database sizes.
Current models subject clients to a "take-what-you-get" attitude on the server's part. Clients making explicit requests may get the server to broadcast what they need. The server, however, is unable to determine whether other clients are also thereby satisfied. In contrast, our approach guarantees that clients are very likely to get at least an approximate answer to their queries. We cannot achieve this goal by broadcasting exact responses to client requests, as other approaches do. Instead, we cluster them and broadcast documents from the server database that match the characteristics of the cluster. We determine client interest patterns explicitly, efficiently, and online. We are able to reduce the number of documents broadcast for a given level of satisfaction among the clients, significantly lowering bandwidth requirements and improving efficiency.
Flexible Queries and Responses
Existing dissemination systems [5] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [23] , [24] typically require clients to specify their requests by using data item numbers, document names, or explicit URLs. This model is unreasonable. First, clients may know what data they need, but not the matching document names or URLs. A client may also be satisfied with any of several documents. For example, a client looking for shirts in a mall may be happy with one of several stores. Another seeking the temperature in Chicago may be happy with the temperature in a neighboring city or with a newspaper page with this information. It is better to specify keywords such as "temperature" and "Chicago" rather than, say, a specific URL from a local weather station.
A newspaper's homepage may satisfy queries for weather, news, current events, and, perhaps, even weather in adjoining cities. Requests frequently follow the Zipf distribution [25] so that many client requests tend to be for similar documents.
Some methods in the literature broadcast all documents in the database [5] , [14] , [20] , [21] . This is impractical and unnecessary, since one document may satisfy many queries, even if they are not identical. Our model picks documents that likely satisfy many client requests, albeit approximately, using the cosine-similarity measure [26] to estimate the similarity between queries and documents. Only documents showing similarity values above some similarity threshold are assumed to satisfy client requests. This threshold is tunable, subject to client requirements, system workloads, and so on.
Integrating Client Feedback
No data delivery scheme will be robust to changing interest patterns without client interaction. Some models [15] , [16] , [18] allow clients to make explicit requests to the server and interleave the broadcast program and explicit requests on the broadcast medium. Other models [17] have clients sending explicit feedback to servers when they have unsatisfied requests. Unfortunately, these systems suffer from a serious flaw: soliciting feedback solely from unsatisfied clients skews the server's view in their favor. Even if only a small fraction of clients are unhappy, the server will try accommodating them, at the expense of the majority. These systems do not truly capture the interest patterns across the client population.
Clearly, the more client feedback the server collects, the more precisely it knows interest patterns. However, it is impossible to solicit feedback from all clients in a large population. We therefore develop a randomized feedback mechanism (see Section 3.1) that serves as a random sample from the client population. At any given time, each client sends a feedback message to the server with a small Poisson probability p. The feedback is a bit vector, with bit i set if the client is happy with the ith document in the broadcast. The server processes these feedback messages online. The randomized mechanism also balances old and new client requests by collecting enough feedback for the server to estimate client interest patterns, without waiting so long that shifts in client interest patterns occur. The server aggregates feedback, summarizes statistics, and then changes broadcast schedules accordingly.
Our Contributions
We present a new power-aware data dissemination model for asymmetric communication environments. We study ways of generating adaptive broadcast schedules that satisfy as many clients as possible while minimizing the average client waiting times. We also minimize client tunein times to minimize power consumption. We achieve these goals by several means. First, we determine the client interest patterns online by using feedback messages from a sample of the client population. Second (see Sections 1.1 and 1.2), we increase flexibility by allowing approximate client queries. The server broadcasts the smallest subset of documents that matches client requests, in accordance with a similarity threshold. Third, we introduce a new indexing method that accommodates the flexible request and response features of our approach. Clients locate the required documents through these indices and can switch between active and sleeping modes, thereby conserving power.
Our approach has two advantages over current models. The server is more responsive, since a single data item may satisfy many client requests simultaneously. In addition, the server broadcasts only a subset of data items in its database, reducing broadcast size, client waiting times, and scheduling overheads. This is particularly useful for large server databases.
Our integration of client feedback into our scheduling model helps servers make intelligent scheduling decisions. This addresses a significant problem in existing models, in which servers change their broadcast schedules only when unsatisfied clients complain. This approach skews the server behavior to favor unhappy clients, possibly at the expense of a silent but satisfied majority of the client population.
Flexible requests and responses enable us to introduce a new indexing method that uses approximate matching to locate documents for clients. Clients can switch easily between the active mode and the sleeping mode, waking up only when the desired documents are broadcast. Client power can be conserved.
Finally, we demonstrate the performance of our model by using real-life data collection by conducting simulations. We demonstrate that our model can scale well by examining different client populations. We use the Zipf and the uniform distributions to shape client interest patterns, showing that our model can achieve good adaptability for both of them. We also compare the performance of our approximate response mechanism with that of existing models.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews previous work. Section 3 presents our architecture and the structure of feedback. Section 3.1 describes how we can estimate sample size for our randomized feedback mechanism. Section 5 shows how we can construct the client interest patterns and proposes an objective function for optimizing our model and to generate a near-optimal broadcast program. In Section 6, we integrate an indexing scheme based on approximate matching into our model to significantly reduce client average tune-in times. We evaluate the performance of our method in Section 7. Section 8 concludes this work.
RELATED WORK
Data dissemination in asymmetric bandwidth environments has been studied [5] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [21] , but many issues have not been adequately addressed. Models such as Broadcast Disks (BD) [5] assume static client interest patterns. This model repeatedly broadcasts data items, so clients with the same requests can be served simultaneously. However, its schedules do not incorporate feedback from clients effectively, so it does well only in fairly static environments, Some schemes [15] , [16] , [18] include a back channel for clients to explicitly request data items not in the broadcast cycle for immediate broadcast. Two modes exist in such schemes: a periodic broadcast (push) mode and an ondemand broadcast (pull) mode. Servers interleave data items in the periodic broadcast program with data items pulled by clients, based on an ad hoc bandwidth partition parameter. The advantage of such schemes is that they combine the push and pull models. Servers can schedule documents of common interest in the periodic broadcast program, placing others in the pull mode, and reducing the average wait times. Their main disadvantage, however, is that the true client interest patterns remain unknown, since satisfied clients are never heard from.
Clients also send feedback in [17] , [27] . A bit vector is often used for delivering information compactly in asymmetric environments [28] , and it has been argued that each client maintains a bit vector to collect access statistics [17] . The common problem with current methods is that the feedback represents a biased client sample, since only unhappy clients communicate with the server. Consequently, the server could be biased toward a minority of unhappy clients, at the expense of a satisfied majority. This majority would then be poorly served, triggering a massive amount of negative feedback from them.
Other approaches [6] , [20] , [21] , [29] , [30] , [31] assume that client interest patterns are known, or that clients explicitly pull data items from a server. In [6] , [20] , and [21] , document popularities are assumed to be static and known. Nonetheless, documents are scheduled one at a time at the server, forcing clients to remain in the listen mode, wasting power. In contrast, we evaluate interest patterns dynamically. Our broadcast schedule minimizes the average waiting time (AWT) at clients and allows them to save power by switching to sleep mode.
The RxW scheduling algorithm [29] , [30] broadcasts data items with a large number of outstanding requests, or for which the waiting times are long. RxW is unsuitable in our context. It assumes fixed-sized data items and requires clients to know and use document identifiers explicitly. We make the realistic assumption that clients do not know these identifiers, and we allow them to request documents based on a similarity metric. Variable-sized data items are considered in [31] , but since preemption of broadcasts is allowed, clients cannot predict their wait times and must waste power in the listen mode. Clients pull data in [29] , [30] , [31] , in contrast to our push-based model. Some models [5] , [14] assume small-sized server databases so that servers may schedule all data items into broadcast programs and ignore computation overheads incurred for making intelligent scheduling decisions. When access probabilities change significantly or the server database sizes increase, estimating the access probabilities of all data items in server databases will result in fairly high scheduling overhead.
A NEW ADAPTIVE DATA DISSEMINATION MODEL
The two major components of our data dissemination model are the server and the clients, as shown in Fig. 1 . The server has several components. The randomized feedback manager estimates the number of feedback and explicit client requests needed to estimate interest patterns with a desired precision (see Section 3.1). The request processing manager deals with the sampled client explicit requests incrementally based on our approximate response mechanism (see Section 5) . The broadcast scheduler generates new broadcast programs.
The clients listen to the broadcast and download needed documents as they appear. They also generate a feedback vector, which they send to the server at random times through a back channel, as described in the following. If a client is unable to find a document in the broadcast that matches its needs, it sends an explicit request for the document as its feedback message.
Estimating Client Interests via Randomized Feedback
Clients generate feedback in accordance with a Poisson process with rate p, determined and broadcast by the server. A client sends a feedback message through the back channel whenever a Poisson event occurs. In Section 4, we estimate how many feedback messages are required for the server to form reliable estimates of client interests. The server estimates the Poisson parameter p based on this sample size. A feedback message is a bit vector, with bit j set if the jth document in the broadcast is of interest to the client. If no broadcast document is of interest, it sends an explicit request for a document. The server considers both kinds of feedback when constructing a new broadcast schedule.
Structure of Client Feedback
Without loss of generality, we consider text documents and use the Vector Space Model (VSM) [26] , a widely used information retrieval model, for matching queries with documents. The VSM represents documents as vectors of terms, which are content-bearing words extracted from a document collection, in a high-dimensional vector space. Each unique term corresponds to one dimension in the space. A nonnegative weight, commonly determined based on the TF-IDF weighting scheme [32] , is assigned to each document along each dimension based on the term's importance within the document. Length normalization is also applied to documents for deemphasizing differing document lengths and is done by dividing each document by its euclidean length. The weight of the ith term t i is 
where n is the length of the document vector, jDj is the number of documents in the collection, f T ðt i Þ is the term frequency indicating the number of occurrences of a term t i in a document, and f D ðt i Þ is the document frequency indicating the number of documents in the collection containing t i . A document vector is represented as d ¼ hw 1 ; Á Á Á ; w n i. Natural language requests are converted into weighted term vectors.
The angle between two document vectors can be a better indication of content similarity than the distance between them [33] . The Jaccard, Dice, and Cosine coefficients [34] may be used to measure the angle between request and document vectors. We use the cosine coefficient measure, since it is the most popular similarity measure method in the literature. Given a request vectorr ¼ hr 1 ; r 2 ; . . . ; r n i and a document vectord ¼ hd 1 ; d 2 ; . . . ; d n i, their cosine similarity is measured as
where t is a term present in bothr andd, r t is the weight of term t inr, and d t is the weight of term t ind. Sincer andd have normalized lengths, their cosine similarity is simply their inner product. The ideal similarity metric depends upon the document collection and the client population. Its determination is beyond the scope of this paper. Work exists on expanding client request terms, looking the synonyms, supercategory terms, and so on [35] , [36] , [37] . These methods may be used in our context but are not part of our focus. We have used exact term matching to keep the focus on the essential features of our model. Let r i be the set of keywords characterizing the client's interests. We say that the client is satisfied with document d j if cos simðr i ; d j Þ is not lower than a threshold maintained by the server and broadcast in the control segments of the broadcast program. Thus, client C i sends the feedback bit vector F i ¼ hf i1 ; . . . ; f iN i to the server, where
is not satisfied with any document in the broadcast, it sends the explicit request r i to the server.
ESTIMATING CLIENT INTEREST PATTERNS
We show how to estimate client interests by using a random sample based on client feedback. We now estimate M, which is the number of clients to be sampled to form an estimate of the interest patterns of the entire client population. Let X 1 ; . . . ; X M be the random sample of client feedback vectors. Element X ij of vector X i is 1 if client i is satisfied with document d j . Since the clients are chosen independently, X ij , i ¼ 1; . . . ; M, are independent. Let N be the number of distinct documents in the broadcast. Let p j denote the expected fraction of the client population interested in document d j , 1 j N, and let b p j be our estimate of p j , computed as
For each d j in the broadcast, we want to estimate p j within some absolute error bound . We will require
where is the maximum acceptable probability that b p j deviates from p j by more than . In estimating p j , 1 j N, so that (2) is satisfied, we will require
Chebyshev [38] and Chernoff [39] bounding can be applied to our sample size estimation problem. We prefer Chernoff bounding, since Chebyshev bound is rather weak.
The N-Chernoff Bound
The Chernoff Bound [39] works as follows: Let X 1 ; . . . ; X n be independent random variables, with
From (2), using the Chernoff bounding, we have
This is equivalent to
To satisfy (3), we need Pr max
Putting ð1 À 2e
We next present a new and novel method to obtain an even tighter bound for the sample size.
Our N-Gaussian Bound
Since X ij , i ¼ 1; . . . ; M, are independent, each X ij corresponds to a Bernoulli trial. From (1), M b p j is binomially distributed and may be approximated by a Gaussian for large M. If we then transform b p j into its corresponding value
normal. We begin by defining two events:
; and
Clearly, E ) F , so that Pr½F ! Pr½E. For convenience, let
Now, we proceed as follows: 
We can use the cumulative normal distribution function È to compute the above probability. We will then have
Now, since N is large, it is very likely that
To make this equal to
Á . We thus obtain the "Gaussian" sample size:
where z is the z-value associated with probability , and Fig. 2 shows the sample sizes estimated by the N-Chernoff method and our N-Gaussian method for ¼ 0:1 and ¼ 0:1. The N-Gaussian method always gives a tighter bound for the sample size. In addition, with this method, the sample size increases slowly with N so that it works well when the number of clients is large or when the client interest pattern changes dramatically. We therefore use the N-Gaussian method.
The server computes the "arrival" rate p for the Poisson process that governs the feedback generation mechanism at each client based on this sample size and places it in the control segments of the broadcast (see Section 5.2). Clients obtain p from the broadcast. When a Poisson "send" event occurs at a client, it evaluates each document in the broadcast and sends its feedback vector or explicit document request. Generally, p is very small, so feedback generation is not an onerous requirement. For example, in our simulations, the broadcast had about 600 documents per cycle, and there were 10,000 clients. The value of p works out to about 0.035.
BROADCAST SCHEDULING USING FEEDBACK
The server estimates the relative popularities of its documents based on client feedback. It clusters client queries and schedules documents to satisfy the maximum number of clients while reducing the mean client waiting times.
Using Client Feedback
The server determines the new set of documents to broadcast by constructing the distribution of client interests from the feedback vectors and explicit requests from clients. The feedback messages serve as a fair random sample from the client population. Using feedback only from unhappy clients skews the broadcast toward this client subset, at the expense of the rest (see Section 1.2). The strength of our method is that we are able to satisfy a large client population without many explicit requests. The new broadcast program includes some documents from the previous broadcast and some new documents selected in response to explicit client requests.
Algorithm 1 describes the details of the procedure. The set P holds the documents to be used in the new broadcast schedule. Each document d j is associated with a "weight" c j , which is a counter initialized to 0. The document corresponding to every "1" entry in each feedback vector is incorporated into P , and its corresponding weight is incremented by 1. Hence, each document d j of continuing interest to clients will be a candidate for inclusion in the new broadcast, but its frequency will be adjusted based on the new weight c j associated with d j . New documents may appear in the broadcast in response to the explicit requests from unhappy clients. Algorithm 1: Finding client access patterns 1:
for all j such that
set weight c j associated with d j to 1 7:
increment c j by 1 9: for each explicit client request do 10:
call explicit request clustering procedure 11: call document selection procedure 12: add the selected documents to P 13: output P
Clustering of Explicit Client Requests
We perform online clustering of client requests by using a method similar to that in [27] . As discussed in [27] , such online clustering is more time-and cost-efficient than the traditional cluster-based algorithms, which are typically expensive and require all data to be available. This is impractical in our environment.
Explicit client requests are clustered as in Algorithm 2. The set S r holds clusters, which are represented by feature vectors. S r is initially empty. The clusters are formed incrementally as the server processes incoming explicit requests. Each feature vector k is associated with a weight c k indicating the number of client requests incorporated into this cluster. Each explicit client request r i is compared against the feature vectors in set S r . If the similarity between r i and a feature vector is above , the request is incorporated into the cluster represented by that feature vector. If no suitable feature vector exists, r i forms a new cluster by itself. An adaptive parameter is used to adjust the feature vector of a cluster after a request is incorporated into it. To treat all the requests in a cluster equally, we set ¼ 1=ðc k þ 1Þ. The value of also influences the number of clusters. If is high, more clusters will be formed.
Algorithm 2:
find Å ¼ f k : k 2 S r ; cos simð k ; r i Þ ! g 8:
if Å 6 ¼ then 9:
for each k 2 Å do 10:
increment weight associated with 13: else 14:
S r S r [ fr i g 15: set weight associated with r i to 1 16: output S r
Document Selection
Algorithm 3 shows how we can select representative documents for request clusters. After the feedback has been processed, documents to be carried over into the new broadcast schedule are in the set P . Explicit requests are also incorporated into appropriate clusters. A document is selected to represent each cluster based on the similarity between this document and the cluster feature vector, as well as the document size. Simply selecting a document that is most similar to the cluster feature vector is insufficient, since choosing a large document will use up space in the broadcast cycle and may affect it adversely. We know from (10) The document selection procedure need not be run frequently when making a new broadcast schedule, unless client interest patterns change significantly, and most of the documents in the previous broadcast program are to be replaced. It needs to be executed only when there are explicit client requests, which are not likely to be many. Our clustering method can further reduce the number of documents selected.
The Broadcast Scheduler
The broadcast scheduler determines the documents to be broadcast and their order in the broadcast program. If N distinct documents must be scheduled, each must appear at least once in a broadcast cycle. The more popular documents will appear more frequently, but even the least popular document must be broadcast once in the broadcast cycle. The number of times that a document d i is broadcast in one broadcast cycle is called its frequency and is denoted by f i . If l i is the length of document d i , the size of a broadcast cycle is therefore given by P N i¼1 f i l i . Finally, the spacing between two consecutive instances of a document d i is the time from the beginning of one instance of d i to the beginning of its next instance. Fig. 3 shows an example of a part of a broadcast program in our model. We allocate a small fraction of the bandwidth for broadcasting control segments so that system performance can be tuned to the workload.
Overall Mean Waiting Time
Our performance metric is the overall AWT across all clients. We derive the optimal AWT based on the idea of satisfying all client requests within one broadcast cycle. As before, N is the number of distinct documents in the broadcast cycle, and f i is the broadcast frequency of document d i . Let n i be the number of requests that can be satisfied by document d i in the broadcast and t i be the mean waiting time for d i . We assume that clients generate requests at random times. As in [5] , all instances of document d i in the broadcast cycle are equally spaced, since this yields the best performance [40] . Let s i be the spacing between two consecutive instances of d i so that the AWT t i for document d i is s i =2. Our objective function is the AWT, defined as
In
As l i is the length of document d i , the AWT is then subject to the following constraint:
We now have a nonlinear optimization problem cast in terms of the objective function (5), which computes the overall AWT across all clients. We apply Lagrange's method of undetermined multipliers [41] to minimize this function, subject to constraint (6) . Multiplying (6) with an undetermined parameter , we have
We can then rewrite our objective function as
We find the minimum in (7) by differentiating the function with respect to each f i ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; NÞ and setting all the derivatives to zero. This yields
which implies that
Substituting f i in (6) with (8), we have
We then calculate the stationary points of the objective function T ðf 1 ; f 2 ; . . . ; f N Þ by substituting ffiffiffi p into (8):
Substituting f i into (5) and simplifying yields the optimal AWT as
Our Scheduling Algorithm
We have noted that optimal performance results when the instances of any document are equally spaced, but such equal spacing may sometimes be difficult in practice. In addition, since we bound the maximum broadcast cycle length, we may end up with computed broadcast frequencies f i below 1 for some low-popularity documents so that the server may not be able to schedule every selected document in each broadcast cycle. However, we observe that our derived optimal AWT T optimal follows the square root property presented in [6] and [42] . An algorithm for achieving near-optimal performance was presented in [6] , which we use as the basis for our broadcast scheduling program to address the issues of unequal spacing and f i < 1.
When the instances of a document d i are equally spaced, the product of the document frequency f i and the spacing s i between its consecutive occurrences equals the broadcast cycle length L. From (9), we obtain
It is clear that P N j¼1 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n j l j p is a constant, since the set of documents to be scheduled in the new broadcast has been determined at this point, which means that s i ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi n i =l i p have the same value for all i. We try preserving this characteristic in the scheduling algorithm. Thus, for documents with a broadcast frequency of at least 1, the document with the maximum s i ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi n i =l i p value will always be scheduled in the broadcast. However, it may take several broadcast cycles to broadcast an instance of a document with a broadcast frequency below 1.
SELECTIVE TUNE-IN FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION
So far, we have required clients to monitor the broadcast constantly for the documents that they require. However, listening to wireless broadcasts requires significant power [43] , and clients may have low energy reserves. We now show how we can integrate an indexing scheme into our model. Clients can use the index to be selective about when to listen to the broadcast. Devices can be in the active mode or in the doze mode, so the total energy consumption is
where clients consume energy E D in the doze mode and energy E A in the active mode. E A has two components: E L , which is the energy consumed in the "listen" mode while accessing the broadcast, listening to the index segments, and downloading the documents, and E C , which is the energy consumed while computing. E D is negligible compared to E A , since the energy consumed in the active mode is significantly higher than in the doze mode [44] . For example, an IEEE 802.11 WLAN card with a rate of 1 megabit per second (Mbps) consumes 1.4 W in the listen mode and only 0.045 W in the doze mode. Therefore, E T otal can be approximated as E A . Significant energy savings can be achieved by clients selectively tuning into the broadcast using index segments and reducing the time in the active mode. The energy consumed by switching between the active mode and the doze mode is usually negligible [45] .
Clients listen to the full broadcast only when sending feedback, which they do rarely, since the associated Poisson probability is small (see Section 4) . At all other times, they use the index to locate the position in the broadcast of the document of interest, move into doze mode, and wake up only when the desired document is being broadcast. We have already optimized our scheme to minimize the waiting times, so adding indices will increase waiting times. An application must hence balance power savings from using the index against the increase in waiting times.
Broadcast Organization
We partition our broadcast cycle into data segments D i , i ¼ 1; . . . ; , and place an index segment I i ahead of each data segment D i (see Fig. 4 ). Each index segment indexes only documents appearing in the following data segment. The broadcast cycle now includes both data segments and index segments. Since the documents in the broadcast vary in size, the index segments cannot always be exactly equally spaced. For simplicity, we assume that the distances between any two consecutive index segments are nearly the same.
In addition to index and data segments, very small indicators are interleaved into the broadcast, giving the position of the next index segment. These indicators appear frequently in the broadcast, so clients can quickly locate the position of the next index segment by listening to the broadcast for a very short time. For simplicity, we have omitted indicators in Fig. 4. 
Using Index Segments
Index segments are generally much shorter than broadcast length, so clients can greatly reduce the time spent in the active mode by locating required documents using index segments. We consider two methods for clients to use index segments.
In the first method (see Fig. 5a ), a client uses the indicator segments to obtain the location of the next index segment, and sleeps until that index segment arrives. It then reads the index to determine if the following data segment contains the desired document and switches to the doze mode. If the document appears in the following data segment, the client uses the information in the index to wake up at the appropriate time. Otherwise, the client wakes up when the next index segment arrives.
This method has the drawback that clients may miss some relevant documents during the first doze period, that is, between the arrivals of the request and the first available index segment. This can needlessly increase waiting times.
In the second method, the client simply listens to the broadcast until the first index segment arrives. If the required document is found before the next index segment, the client is satisfied. Otherwise, it locates the required documents by listening to the index segments only, as in the first method. Fig. 5b shows the data access flow for this case. If the client obtains a satisfactory document when it listens to the broadcast, the client waiting time will be the minimum. The second method requires that clients stay in the active mode longer, but this may be more suitable for clients sensitive to waiting times.
Indices for Similarity Matching
Some indexing techniques for data broadcasting in wireless environments have appeared in the literature [46] , [47] , [48] , [49] , [50] , [51] , but none of these is particularly useful with similarity-based querying. In [46] and [47] , a tree-structured index is created for data frames in the broadcast cycle. However, all queries are based on a single primary key, and the data frames are sorted by the primary key. The indexing approach proposed in [50] also indexes data items according to a simple identifier and does not adapt to the dynamic system workloads. Huang and Peng [51] propose an indexing method that accounts for power consumption, but this approach requires statistical information on served requests to tune the index to system workloads. Indices in all of these methods assume that the data is specified using a unique key, which is indexed. Such methods cannot support the class of queries of interest to us, in which clients do not request documents by name but rather specify them imprecisely by using multiple keywords.
Signature schemes are proposed in [48] . A signature is formed for a record by first hashing each value in the record into a bit string and combining these bit strings to obtain a record signature. A query is constructed similarly and is compared to the record signatures by performing a bitwise AND operation. This scheme introduces false drops, in which the signature comparison indicates a match, but in fact, the record does not match the query and must therefore be dropped. To handle false drops, each signature match must be confirmed by comparing the record with the query, which consumes more energy. A hybrid index technique that combines the strengths of the signature and the index tree techniques is proposed in [49] . In this scheme, all records must be checked when a match occurs, resulting in extra energy consumption. Again, such signature schemes are based on an exact-match paradigm, where the user specifies the required record exactly. In contrast, we allow queries to be satisfied approximately under some similarity threshold.
Our flexible request-response features require us to allow approximate matching within our indexing scheme. Our clients do not specify documents with a single key but by using attributes. Our index allows matching on attributes.
We organize the index segment I i as an inverted termdocument list (see Fig. 6 ). The list of terms is constructed by selecting the 10 top-ranked terms based on their weights from each document in the data segment. Terms are sorted alphabetically. Each term T k in the list functions as a key, after which follows a list L k of pairs of the form ðD i ðT k Þ; w i ðT k ÞÞ, where D i ðT k Þ is the identifier of a document containing T k , and w i ðT k Þ is the weight of term T k in that document.
A query has form Q ¼ fðT 1 ; u 1 Þ; ðT 2 ; u 2 Þ; . . . ; ðT p ; u p Þg, where T j represents a term of interest, and u j is the desired weight of the term. For each query term T j , the client can use the index to find L j set of documents that contain T j . The client finds L 1 ; L 2 ; . . . ; L p in succession, accumulating the sum W i ¼ P p j¼1 w i ðT j Þ Ã u j for each document D i ðT j Þ in these lists. Finally, the client locates a document matching its query by choosing the nearest document in the broadcast whose W i value exceeds the predefined similarity threshold.
The term selection is a truncated version of the document, so the result of a simple comparison between a query and the term selection may be different from that of a match between the query and the full document. However, our experiments suggest that this happens rarely. The 10 top-ranked terms of a document are dominant in the whole document. We picked document pairs randomly from the database and computed the similarity s a between them by using all their terms. We also computed the similarity s p between them by only using the top-ranked terms. The error is, on average, 0.023, which is very small. In addition, documents in the broadcast are selected based on client interest patterns, so most clients are likely satisfied with some document in the broadcast. Therefore, we can use a lower similarity threshold when finding matches between the query and the term selections. Moreover, if a client finds no matching document, it can listen to the full broadcast.
Performance Analysis
We evaluate the data access efficiency of broadcasting with indices under the following performance metrics, which are also widely used in the literature [46] , [47] , [48] , [49] , [50] , [51] :
. Waiting time. This is the time between query issue and document receipt at the client. . Tuning time. This is the time that a client is in the active mode during the waiting time. This metric [46] evaluates the effects of indexing on energy savings.
Average Waiting Time
The AWT is measured as the average time to get to the next index segment plus the average time from the index segment to the point when the required document is downloaded. We use the following notations: The combined size of all the data segments is L, which is the length of the broadcast cycle without index segments. jIj denotes the size of a single index segment: All index segments are of the same size. The length of a broadcast cycle with index segments is L þ jIj.
Since we assume near-equal placing of the index segments, the data segments sizes will all be nearly equal to L=. The average time to get to the next index segment is half the time between two consecutive index segments, that is,
The average duration from the index segment to document d i is half the spacing between two consecutive occurrences of d i , which is now ðL þ jIjÞ=f i . Hence,
We find the minimum AWT by differentiating with respect to and setting the derivative to zero. That is,
Average Tuning Time
The average tuning time (ATT) without indexing equals the AWT. The ATT with indexing is the sum of the time to get the next index segment, the time to get to the document, and the time to download the document. The client obtains lists L 1 ; L 2 ; . . . ; L p from the index structure by using terms in its query and computes P p j¼1 w i ðT j Þ Â u j for each D i ðT j Þ in these lists. This computation can be sped up using a hash table, using document identifiers as the hash key. As the client examines each ðD i ðT j Þ; w i ðT j ÞÞ tuple in L j , it simply updates the corresponding total, incrementing it by w i ðT j Þ Ã u j . The computation overhead is linear to the number of ðD i ðT j Þ; w i ðT j ÞÞ tuples across the L j .
We see in Fig. 11 that about 12 percent of the documents in the server database will be scheduled in the broadcast program on the average. Given a server with 5,000 documents, about 600 documents will appear in the broadcast. As we partition the broadcast cycle into ð% 10Þ data segments, there will be around 60 distinct documents in each data segment. If we assume five terms in each query, the number of ðD i ðT j Þ; w i ðT j ÞÞ tuples examined is around 300 in the worst case. Our simulations suggest that the number of ðD i ðT j Þ; w i ðT j ÞÞ tuples in each L j is indeed very small and is only about 2 on the average. The variance in this number is also small, being around 6.23. We therefore need to search only a few tuples, on the average, and our indexing approach is efficient.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluated our model through extensive simulations on real-life data such as Reuters newswire text documents.
Simulation Environment
We implemented a simulator using CSIM [52] and modeled a single server and multiple clients. The server broadcasts documents, collects feedback messages, detects client interest patterns, and makes broadcast decisions. The clients generate document requests and provide feedback messages. The document set in our simulations is the Reuters-21578 Text Categorization Test Collection [53] , which is among the most widely used resources for research in information retrieval.
The Document Model
The documents in the Reuters collection are newswire stories belonging to five different content-related categories: TOPICS, PLACES, PEOPLE, ORGS, and EXCHANGES. We used 57 categories in the TOPICS set, obtaining 5,000 documents, all in SGML format and distributed across 22 data files. We preprocessed the collection, removing SGML tags, extracting texts for each individual document, and omitting empty documents.
We removed all words in the stop list, reduced the rest to their stems using PorterStemmer [54] , and converted the documents into a word-by-document matrix, as in [55] . The VSM for the 5,000 documents contained 21,485 unique terms. There were 251,475 nonzero entries in the matrix, which were term weights calculated by the TF-IDF weighting scheme (see Section 3.1.1). Each document contained about 51 terms on average. Thus, the matrix is extremely sparse, with a density of only 0.0025. The sparse matrix was stored in the Compressed Column Storage format [56] for efficiency.
The Client Model
Each client was a CSIM process, and ran a continuous loop, with each iteration simulating one broadcast cycle. It chooses a document of interest in each broadcast cycle and waits for a sufficiently similar document to appear in the broadcast. Each client generates (but does not send) feedback messages, starting from the time that it picks a document request until one broadcast cycle time elapses. If the broadcast program is changed within this time period, the client starts over on the creation of the feedback message. If no document in the broadcast cycle is sufficiently close to its document of interest, the client includes an explicit document request in the feedback message. Clients send feedback messages to the server at random times, following the same Poisson distribution for all clients. The number of feedback messages arriving at the server is carefully controlled.
Explicit requests for documents are generated as follows: A document d is selected from the database according to a specified distribution, and all terms in the selected document are sorted in nonincreasing weight order. The client forms an explicit request vectorr d for d by using the five top-ranked terms in d so thatr d is a truncated version of the original document vectord. Hence, the similarity between the two may be less than the threshold . Fig. 7 shows the likelihood that the database has a document matchingr d for different values.
In practice, client interests are very likely to change over time. For instance, traffic information may be more requested during commute hours, but movie schedules or shopping information may be more accessed during the day. Client request patterns have been studied in various contexts, and the Zipf distribution [57] has been found to be a good characterization of these patterns [25] . Zipf is a power-law distribution and is frequently seen, because all objects are not equally interesting to clients in any context. Zipf is widely used in many dissemination and access models [5] , [15] , [16] , [17] and is even seen in the distribution of outdegrees in Internet routers [58] . For a Zipf distribution, the probability of accessing a document with frequency rank r is proportional to ð1=rÞ , 0 1, where is the access skew coefficient. If ¼ 0, the Zipf distribution reduces to the uniform distribution but becomes increasingly skewed as increases. We ran simulations for both ¼ 0 and ¼ 1, corresponding to the uniform and pure Zipf distributions. The details are in Section 7.2. We modeled changes in client access patterns, as shown in Fig. 8 . A similar method was used in [5] and [14] . Fig. 8 assumes a database of 30 documents and shows the effects of client access patterns shifting by an offset of 20 documents. Initially, document 1 has the highest probability of being accessed, and document 30 has the lowest. After a shift in interest patterns, document 21 is the most popular document, and document 20 is the least popular. Table 1 summarizes the parameters describing client operation. ShiftFreq specifies how frequently the client interest patterns shift. Offset defines the shift amount.
The client waiting time is the time elapsed between request generation and its fulfillment. We simulate the arrival of client requests as a Poisson process. The client searches the current broadcast program for a document that satisfies a generated request. If no such document is found within one broadcast cycle, the request is flagged as pending and is processed again in the next broadcast cycle. If it cannot be satisfied in two consecutive cycles, it is considered as an unsatisfied request.
We count the waiting time in logical time units called broadcast units, so our simulation results are valid across many possible broadcast media. We used a broadcast rate of 1 Kbyte per broadcast unit, but we can apply our model over 2G wireless networks that have broadcast speed of 9.6 kilobits per second (Kbps) by changing the broadcast unit to a second. For 2G+ wireless networks such as GPRS, the broadcast speed is about 100 Kbps so that the broadcast unit would be about a tenth of a second.
The Server Model
The server parameters are shown in Table 1 . The server is a CSIM process running in a continuous loop. The server collects the required number M of feedback messages and creates a new broadcast program as follows: First, it processes client feedback messages (see Section 5) to create feature vectors. It then selects documents matching these feature vectors and assigns a broadcast frequency for each document based on (9) . Finally, it constructs the broadcast program as in Section 5.2.2. We use the CSIM event mechanism to synchronize clients with the server.
Simulations and Results
Current models [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] typically require unhappy clients to send explicit document requests to the server. Consequently, the server likely performs poorly as the number of clients increases or when client interest patterns shift significantly. Servers in our model deal only with a sample of the entire client population, so our model scales much better. We conducted extensive simulations to demonstrate the responsiveness, scalability, adaptability, and energy efficiency of our model.
Performance of Randomized Feedback Scheme
We measured system performance under our random feedback method, and when all clients send feedback, varying the similarity threshold between 0.2 to 0.6 for both the Zipf and the uniform client interest patterns. No indices were included in the broadcast in these experiments, and the server minimized the number of documents broadcast based on similarity matching. Fig. 9 shows the AWTs for different client populations. The results for the Zipf interest patterns are shown in Figs. 9a, 9b, and 9c. As client population increases, the AWT improves considerably under our model, as shown in Fig. 9c . For 10,000 clients and a similarity threshold of 0.2, the AWT is improved about 30 percent compared to the case when all clients send explicit requests to the server. For a higher similarity threshold, say 0.6, the AWT improves even more, that is, to about 50 percent. The results for uniform interest patterns, as shown in Figs. 9d, 9e, and 9f, show similar improvements. AWTs are longer when all clients respond, because the server must schedule more documents in the broadcast to satisfy all arriving client requests. One might expect that scheduling more documents would satisfy more client requests, reducing waiting times. However, given a fixedlength broadcast cycle, scheduling more documents decreases the broadcast frequencies of the documents, actually increasing waiting times. In this case, however, the server broadcasts some documents that only a small fraction of clients want, further increasing AWT.
In Fig. 9 , a higher leads to a longer AWT for two reasons. First, for higher , fewer client requests are likely incorporated into a given cluster so that more documents must be included in the broadcast program, leading to longer AWTs. Second, the number of explicit requests increases with , since clients become more demanding and are less likely satisfied by documents in the current broadcast program. We observe that the AWT under the uniform interest pattern is longer than under the Zipf interest pattern. Client requests are more clumped under Zipf so that the number of documents in the broadcast program becomes smaller. Figs. 9a, 9b, and 9c show that the AWT initially decreases and increases after that. Under Zipf, a handful of documents account for most requests. Initially, with few clients, the set of requested documents, hence the broadcast size, remains relatively constant. In this phase, increasing the number of clients decreases the AWT. However, as the number of clients increases beyond a threshold, less popular documents will also tend to be requested, increasing the broadcast size. In this phase, we would not expect the AWT to continue dropping. As may be expected, these phases are less distinct for the uniform distribution than for Zipf. Fig. 10 shows the average percentage of unsatisfied requests in a broadcast cycle. Unsatisfied requests may arise for several reasons. First, no document in the database may match a client request when is relatively high (see Fig. 7) . Second, the random sampling method in our model estimates the client interest pattern with some margin of error so that the estimate may deviate from the real pattern. Finally, the number of documents broadcast in a cycle is limited, since we limit the length of the broadcast cycle, as explained in Section 5.2. Fig. 10c shows an increase in the percentage of unsatisfied requests in our model. For ¼ 0:6 and 10,000 clients, about 13.8 percent of client requests may be unsatisfied with the broadcast. Fig. 11 shows the superiority of our method in terms of the fraction of documents scheduled in the broadcast, which levels off beyond a client population of 2,000 for our approach. The results for uniform interest patterns show very similar trends. Our model includes fewer documents in the broadcast, so the broadcast frequency for each document can be high, reducing client waiting times. Our method is clearly more scalable. Fig. 12 shows how adaptable our model is under shifting client interest patterns. In this experiment, the ShiftFreq is set to 10, and the shift Offset is set to 20. We observe relatively higher AWTs after the shifts in client interest pattern, but they drop back to normal very quickly. The shifts at cycles 421, 431, and 461 illustrate the point very well. [17] , which also uses bitvector feedback. In Adaptive BD, only clients with explicit requests send feedback to the server. We use the same parameter settings as in the Adaptive BD model (see Table 2 ): these are entirely different from those in our previous experiments. Since all documents in the Adaptive BD model have a fixed size of 8,192 bytes, we ignore the actual document sizes in our database. Clearly, our model is much more scalable than the Adaptive BD model. The AWTs in our model are also generally shorter than those for Adaptive BD. Adaptive BD allocates a fixed ratio of broadcast bandwidth for broadcasting on-demand requests so that the broadcast program can deviate from the client interest patterns. Our approach helps the server in detecting and exploiting client interest patterns much more precisely.
Selective Tune-In Performance
We evaluated our model with and without selective tune-in, broadcasting the same sequence of documents in both cases. That is, the index segments were interspersed within the sequence of documents broadcast in the model without indices. We evaluated both approaches described in Section 6.2. In the first method, all clients locate the requested documents by listening only to the index segments, switching to the doze mode if their query arrives in between two consecutive index segments. In the other method, a client listens to the broadcast until the first index segment arrives. If the document is not found by that time, it begins listening only to the index segments. We tested both the Zipf and Uniform client interest patterns for both models.
Fig. 14 compares the performance of the two models under the Zipf distribution. Figs. 14a and 14c show that the AWTs with the indexing scheme are moderately longer than those in the nonindex model. For example, the AWTs with indices in the first access method is at most 32.5 percent longer than the AWT without indices, with a 0.2 similarity threshold. The reason for the increased AWT is that the broadcast program is designed to minimize the AWT in the scheme without indices. However, as shown in Figs. 14b and 14d, the ATTs under the index scheme are improved significantly, since the clients must listen to the broadcast all the time when no indices are used. We see in Fig. 14b that the average tune-in times are improved by a factor of at least 2.5, a significant energy savings. Fig. 15 shows that trends when the client interest pattern is uniform are similar to those under Zipf. Furthermore, the percentage of unsatisfied requests and the fraction database documents scheduled in the broadcast remained almost the same as they were without indices. Our indexing scheme increases waiting time modestly but reduces client tune-in times greatly, leading to considerable client energy savings.
CONCLUSIONS
We described an energy-efficient adaptive broadcasting model for asymmetric bandwidth environments and an approximate response mechanism for queries. We also developed a randomized client feedback mechanism and a theory for bounding the client feedback sample size. Servers can estimate client interest patterns quickly, effectively, and efficiently. We also proposed an objective function for optimizing our model and showed how we can create a near-optimal broadcast program conforming to this objective function. Finally, we integrated an indexing scheme based on approximate matching, in which clients selectively tune in to the broadcast, resulting in considerable energy savings. Most importantly, these mechanisms are seamlessly integrated into our system.
We have evaluated the performance of our model with real-world data sets by using an extensive and accurate simulation testbed. Even without indices, our model performs very well in terms of responsiveness, scalability, and adaptability. We also compared the performance of our model with that of the Adaptive BD model, in which the broadcast bandwidth allocated for explicit client request is fixed. Our model clearly outperforms Adaptive BD. Our results also show that with indexing, our model can achieve much higher energy savings, with some moderate waiting time overhead. 
